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ABSTRACT
The goal of this project was to design a pipeline that could be installed to replace an existing
drain in West Stanislaus Irrigation District. The pipeline would give the district the ability to
divert drain water back into their delivery system or send water down the existing drain.
The design attempted to use pipe and material the district already has and provided construction
drawings and installation instructions for the construction of this design in the future.
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DISCLAIMER STATEMENT
The university makes it clear that the information forwarded herewith is a project resulting from
a class assignment and has been graded and accepted only as a fulfillment of a course
requirement. Acceptance by the university does not imply technical accuracy or reliability. Any
use of the information in this report is made by the user at his/her own risk, which may include
catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of patent or copyright laws.
Therefore, the recipient and/or user of the information contained in this report agrees to
indemnify, defend and save harmless the State, its officers, agents and employees from any and
all claims and losses accruing or resulting to any person, firm, or corporation who may be injured
or damaged as a result of the use of this report
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INTRODUCTION
West Stanislaus Irrigation District services approximately 22,000 acres with irrigation water
on the west side of Stanislaus County. Water is delivered through 12 canals, fed by a main
canal that lifts water from the San Joaquin River or can be gravity fed from the Delta
Mendota canal. Like many other irrigation districts on the Westside of the San Joaquin
Valley, WSID has been dealing with decreasing water availability and increasing water costs.
To combat these problems, WSID has begun a number of modernization projects to reduce
waste and increase water use efficiency within the district.
To ensure adequate water delivery to users in the district there must be spill at the end of
each of the 12 lateral canals when water is being delivered. This spill water currently flows
into district drains that direct the water to the San Joaquin River; for the district this spill
water is an expense. Regulation reservoirs that could be used to bank extra water during
times of surplus and provide water during times of need would be an ideal solution, but
current space and economic constraints make this option unattainable in the near future. At
the Northern end of the district lateral canals 5 North and 6 North spill into the Blewitt Drain,
an open ditch that directs water under the 4 North lateral and down to the river.
The scope of this project is to design the components necessary to collect the water spilled
into the Blewitt Drain so this water can be put into lateral 4 North and used as irrigation
water or dumped into the existing open ditch drain. Spill water from laterals 5 North and 6
North dump into the Blewitt drain through two separate pipelines at the intersection of Welty
road and Blewitt road in Vernalis, California (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Picture of current open ditch drain.
Water from these two pipelines will be collected in a concrete structure and enter a single
pipeline that will replace the existing drain ditch. Where the Blewitt Drain meets lateral 4
North the pipeline will have the ability to discharge collected water into an open drain or into
the lateral canal. A satellite map is used in Figure 2 to show the layout of the existing area.
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Figure 2. Existing Blewitt drain and 4 North canal.
West Stanislaus Irrigation District would like to have plans and instructions their employees
can use to install the pipeline when time and materials permit. The district has a supply of 24
inch HDPE pipe being used in a temporary pump station; they would like to use this pipe for
the project when the temporary pump station is dismantled. There is interest in installing a
flow meter in the pipeline so reclaimed water can be measured; this data may be used when
applying for grant funding in the future.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
There are a number of topics that are involved with the design and installation of a low
pressure pipeline.
Surveying
All parts of a project’s design depend on the accuracy and clarity of the surveyor’s work; this
was especially true in this project since change in elevation upstream and downstream
determined flow capacity of the pipeline. According to the American Society of Civil
Engineers (1985), a comprehensive survey plan should be prepared at the beginning of the
project. The plan for this project outlined the area that must be surveyed and the accuracy
needed for the project. An engineer’s tape was used to measure horizontal distance of the
area and a transit level with Philadelphia rod was used to measure elevation changes in the
area of the project. Both of these tools provided the necessary information for the project
design. Extra caution was taken to ensure all instruments were set up properly so that errors
were minimized (Royer, 1970).
Pipeline hydraulics
The Bernoulli equation was used to determine the velocity of water the pipe could handle,
taking into account the velocity at two points, change in elevation, upstream and downstream
pressure, and friction loss through the pipeline. Bernoulli’s equation can be used for both
static and dynamic situations; the dynamic condition was used since the desire is to
determine how much flow the pipeline can handle. Once the velocity w found, it can be
multiplied by the cross sectional area of the pipe to determine the flow rate (Burt, 2007).
There were also coefficients of discharge and contraction that were used to determine energy
losses through the pipe entrance and discharge (Franzini and Finnemore, 1997). For each
size and type of thermoplastic pipe there is a pressure rating, this is the estimated maximum
pressure water inside the pipe can exert continuously without the pipe failing. Static pressure
and surge pressure in the pipe should not exceed this pressure rating (ASABE, 2008).
Pipeline installation
Thermoplastic pipe should be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations. If none exist then the standards provided by ASABE should be used.
Trench dimensions should not be greater than necessary to provide adequate room for
connecting and installing pipe while providing a safe working environment. Minimum depth
of backfill and cover above the top of the pipe is dependent upon the pipe size. If the trench
is not deep enough to allow for adequate backfill additional soil may be mounded over the
pipe to provide minimum backfill and cover. Minimum backfill helps support the pipe to
external loads from traffic and wheel loads (ASABE, 2008).
Concrete Structures
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At both the entrance and the exit of the pipeline the concrete structure will function as a
retaining wall, holding soil on one side all the time and water on the opposite side
occasionally. The retaining wall type and design depend greatly on the type of soil used for
backfill. It is generally more desirable to have a toe and heel at the base of the wall that uses
the weight of the soil to help improve the stability of the structure (Nilson et. al., 2004).
Steve Trinta (2010), an employee at a neighboring irrigation district mentioned that a precast
retaining wall or box may be a less expensive alternative to designing and pouring an actual
structure for the pipeline entrance and discharge. Once a retaining wall has been designed it
would be a smart move to research companies that deal with precast concrete and find out
price and availability of a precast structure that would work for the project.
Discharge Gates
The largest pressure against the discharge gates will be at a static condition when the water
level at the entrance of the pipeline is at the highest elevation. There is also a chance of
having pressure pushing back on the gate from the canal’s water surface if the discharge is
located below the canal’s water surface, called an unseating head. Pressure is generally
measured in feet or pounds per square inch (psi), at a static condition, feet of head is just the
elevation difference between water surfaces. The unit conversion generally used in irrigation
is 2.31 feet of head equals 1 psi. A sluice-gate style canal gate will likely meet the criteria
necessary for the discharge gate into the canal; some styles of this gate are available that can
handle an unseating head (Waterman, 2010).
Flow Meters
A variety of flow meters exist. For this application the flow meter must be able to record a
totalized flow, operate without a power source, and survive in harsh outdoor elements. An
inline propeller meter would be a good choice as they are fairly rugged and relatively
inexpensive. A few problems that may occur with using the propeller meter is the pipeline
may not always be completely full and trash or debris that may enter the pipeline could plug
the propeller (ITRC, 2007).
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PROCEDURES AND METHODS
Pipeline Planning
A simple sketch showing where the pipeline would be located and which ditches it would be
connected to was created, Figure 3. With this sketch people involved with the project were
able to understand what was being discussed. The figure below shows a white line where the
pipeline would be placed and black lines where structures are involved. With this simple
drawing the following steps of planning and designing are much easier to understand.

Start of Pipe/Inlet Structure

Path of pipeline – approx. 1630 feet

Drain discharge

Canal Discharge

Figure 3. Sketch of proposed pipeline on a satellite image.
Interview of Canal Operators. An interview of the two individuals who operate the Blewitt
Drain was conducted to learn about existing conditions of the drain. Maximum and
minimum flow rates through the drain, how the drain has been operated in the past,
projections for future use, and operator schedules were all discussed. This interview helped
to determine what type of management and operation the drain pipeline should be designed
for.
Survey of the Existing Area. A survey of the existing drain, pipelines, irrigation district
structures, and surrounding area was completed to determine elevations and relative locations
of all objects involved. This information was used to develop a map with dimensions to be
used for planning and design of the replacement pipeline and structures. An “X” on the
corner of an existing turnout box from the end of lateral 6 North was used as a base point for
which all elevations and distances were referenced to. The information gathered during the
survey was transferred from the field book to an Excel spreadsheet to double check
calculations and make the information available for design calculations done using Excel.
Figure 4 below shows a profile of the existing area after the survey was conducted.
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Figure 4. Profile view of area surveyed.
Inventory of Existing Material for use. A list of materials West Stanislaus Irrigation
District has available for use in the pipeline project was created. Figure 5 shows a temporary
pipeline where many of the materials will come from for this design. Once it was known
what materials the district had in their possession to use for the project, pipeline and structure
specs could be used for hydraulic calculations to determine if the materials would suffice for
the project design. Installation techniques and necessary maintenance could also be
researched to determine the cost associated with using these materials.

Figure 5. Temporary pipeline in WSID.
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Pipeline Design
Flow Available. The available flow was solved for by using a combination of Bernoulli’s
equation, the Hazen-Williams equation, and the minor loss equation. An excel spreadsheet
was set up with these equations so that different flow rates could be tested to find which flow
rate equaled the available change in energy. The Hazen-Williams equation was then used to
determine the friction rate through the pipe.
Hf (ft/100’) = 1050(GPM/C)^1.852)(1/(ID^4.87))
The minor losses in the pipeline were calculated with the equation below. A k value of 0.5
was assigned for the square entrance, 0.1 for straight flow through a tee, 0.4 for branched
flow through a tee, and 1.0 for all exit conditions.
Hfminor = k * V2/64.4
Velocity head was calculated using the following equation.
Vel. Head = V^2/64.4
The total friction in the length of pipe, all minor losses, and the velocity head for a given
flow rate were then added together and compared to the available change in energy. The
goalseek function in excel was used to try a wide range of flow rates and find what the
available flow of the pipeline should be.
Concrete Intake Structure. A concrete structure was needed for the intake of the pipeline
to hold the pipeline in place and prevent erosion. The structure also had to accommodate a
trash screen to prevent large debris from entering the pipeline. Neighboring irrigation
districts recommended purchasing precast structures rather than designing and pouring a new
structure. A design of what was needed was drawn up (Figure 6) and then multiple precast
concrete companies were contacted to determine what options were available.
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Figure 6. AutoCAD drawing of desired concrete intake structure.
Discharge Gates. A gate to control the flow of water into Lateral 4 North was needed to
allow flow from the drain into the lateral to be turned on or shut off. Along with discharge
going into the lateral, there needed to be a gate on the pipeline that allowed discharge into the
existing drain ditch when the water could not be put into the canal. These gates also need to
allow trash and debris to pass through since the water going through the pipeline is drain
water.
Concrete Discharge Structure. To prevent erosion and protect discharge gates from being
hit by maintenance and farm equipment it was suggested that concrete structures be
incorporated into the design. These discharge structures need to have the ability to bolt some
type of discharge gate to it; the ability to use flashboards in the structure may be desirable as
well.
Earthmoving and Excavation Needed. In order to protect the proposed pipeline and
structures and realize the full benefit of elevation change in the project some earth moving
and excavation of the existing site is needed. When considering how much excavation is
needed there were multiple factors that were considered. The existing soil type played a
large role in determining the amount of support it would provide the HDPE pipeline and how
much over-excavation is necessary. The specs of the pipe were also looked at to determine
what type of external loads the pipe could withstand.
Final Drawings and Instructions. West Stanislaus Irrigation District is not currently ready
to install this pipeline, but has intentions of completing this project in the next 5 to 7 years.
Plan drawings were created using AutoCAD and are accompanied with detailed instructions
for each aspect of the project. These drawings and instructions must be easily understood so
that employees in the future are able to understand them and correctly install the project.
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RESULTS
Drain Operation. After meeting with Harley Parson and Tom Morris, the two ditch tenders
that operate the north laterals for the district the following details were noted.
- The average flow through the ditch is 4 CFS, and range from 0 to 7 CFS.
- In order to make deliveries at end of laterals 5 and 6 North spill must occur.
- Very little surface irrigation still occurs in the area, so most of the water that goes
through the drain is spill water from laterals 5 and 6 North.
- Canal operators generally make it up to the drain only once a day.
Survey Data. After the survey was conducted the field notes were copied into an Excel file
to make design computations easier to do on the computer. The spreadsheet is attached in
Appendix D. From the survey it was found the length of the pipeline would be 1640 feet
long. An engraved “X” in the 6 North lateral field turnout was used as the invert elevation
and was set at 100 feet to make computations easier. Existing structures and pipelines
involved with the project were noted as well and include the following:
- 16 inch PVC culvert carries water from the 5 north spill/drain under Welty road.
- Water from 6 north parallels Blewitt road and is carried under Welty road by a 16
inch concrete pipeline and services a field turnout before being spilled into the drain
ditch through a 12 inch corrugated steel pipeline.
- Approximately 950 feet downstream from the head of the drain ditch a weir has been
constructed and a pipeline installed to divert spill into a pipeline servicing an
irrigation pump in the neighboring field. This diversion was done with district
approval but will be removed when the pipeline is installed.
- A 16 inch PVC pipeline has been used as a culvert for the Blewitt drain to provide
vehicle access from the graveled road to a pump and filter station.
- A 24 inch concrete culvert is located in the Blewitt drain downstream of where the 4
north drain intersects the drain; this provides vehicle access from the graveled road to
the 4 north lateral road.
Materials. Upon taking an inventory it was found the district had the following supplies
available for the project.
- Over 2700 feet of 24 in J.M. Eagle HDPE DR17 pipe, a spec sheet is attached in
Appendix G.
- Two large butterfly valves currently being used in combination with the pipe.
- Over four 90 degree elbows.
- Over seven 45 degree elbows.
- Two McCrometer propeller meters with mechanical totalizers.
- A large supply of river sand available for pipe bedding and backfill material.
Flow Capacity Computation. A spreadsheet was constructed using Excel to determine the
flow capacity of the 24 inch HDPE pipe. The spreadsheet allowed multiple computations to
be completed to determine flow rates at various conditions; a copy is attached in Appendix B.
The capacity of the pipe will vary depending upon whether water is discharged into lateral 4
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North or into the existing drain. Flow will be restricted the most when 4 North is full of
water and the drain is forced to discharge into the lateral. For this condition the surveyed
elevation of the water surface in the canal was used as the downstream water level. The
highest possible elevation of water at the upstream end of the pipeline is limited by the
elevation of the drain box on the 5 North drain; this was used as the upstream water
elevation. In this configuration the maximum flow rate through the pipe would be 15.1 CFS,
greater than the estimated 7 CFS flow maximum. In a different scenario where all water is
discharged into the existing drain the flow rate through the pipeline would increase to 15.7
CFS. Below is a visual display of the Hydraulic Gradient Line for discharging into the canal,
the HGL for discharging into the drain is attached in Appendix B.

Figure 7. HGL and EL for pipeline when discharging into 4 North lateral.
Intake Structure. A retaining wall with wing walls was designed for the intake structure;
this layout will help to funnel the water from the ditch into the pipeline. The wall needs to be
at least 9 feet tall so that it will rise above the surrounding ground level behind the pipe and
prevent the soil from falling into the pool and silting up the pipeline. Oldcastle Precast has a
design very similar to what is needed for this structure; desired dimensions can be sent in and
a precast headwall will be made, designs are shown below in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Drawings of intake structures (Oldcastle Precast, 2011).
A steel screen structure should be constructed to cover the entrance of the pipeline and a
bridge to allow cleaning access for the screen. The trash screen should be placed at the front
entrance of the concrete structure, so that the area of the screen is larger than that of the
pipeline. This will allow for trash to collect and drain water to still flow into the pipeline.
The screen should be made out of galvanized steel pipe or some comparable material that
will not rust and corrode quickly. The drawing below shows a possible design for the screen
and where it would be located on the intake structure.

Figure 9. Trash screen for intake structure.
Discharge Gates. It was decided to that a Waterman C-20 gate would be used; this gate can
handle 10 feet of unseating head and 35 feet of seating head. This means the gate will be
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able to withstand back pressure on the gate when it may be closed and have pressure from the
pipeline or canal acting on it. This style gate will easily bolt onto the discharge structure as
well. The gate can also be opened so that there are no restrictions to the pipeline when debris
must be flushed out. Literature about this gate is located in Appendix E.
Air Vents. Air will end up inside the pipe from changing flows and just separating out of the
water. To prevent air from accumulating inside of the pipeline and causing damage air vents
will be installed on the pipeline. Since pressures are low in the pipeline an open pipe can be
used for an air vent, this will act as an air vent, vacuum relief, and pressure relief, and will
require little maintenance. Before the pipeline is covered with backfill a hole will need to be
cut in the pipeline and a saddle welded on to the pipe. The air chamber on the pipe will need
to have a cross-sectional area at least half the cross sectional area of the pipe itself for at least
one diameter up, after that point the vent pipe can be reduced to reduce cost of material. To
protect the air vent an oversized concrete pipe or steel pipe may be put around the outside of
the vent pipe. The top of the open vent must be at least 10 feet above the maximum HGL. A
vent will need to be placed immediately downstream of the entrance of the pipe and upstream
of the discharge end. Vents will also need to be placed every quarter mile in between, due to
the length of this pipeline one air vent will be placed halfway between the intake and
discharge of the pipeline. The plan drawings in Appendix C will indicate the location of
each air vent.
Discharge Structure. Pre-cast weir boxes were selected for the discharge structures. Like
the intake structure a design was drawn up and sent out to multiple pre-cast companies that
deal with similar structures. Jensen Precast constructs many weir boxes that were very
similar to the initial design and was selected for the two discharge structures. A drawing of
the Jensen Precast twin track weir box is shown below in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Drawing of precast weir box for discharge structure (Jensen Precast, 2011).
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Earthmoving and Excavation. The new pipeline will be installed on the same path as the
existing ditch; this will help to reduce excavating costs and takes advantage of the existing
right-of-way. A map was drawn using AutoCAD to show the intended path, locations of
entrance and exits from the pipe. A profile view of the area was drawn as well, showing the
current elevation of the ditch. The pipeline should be installed so the discharge end comes in
flush with the bottom of the 4 North lateral and the bottom of the existing drain ditch.
According to installation suggestions from the manufacturer, J.M. Eagle, the pipeline should
have a minimum cover of 18 inches and at least 3 feet of cover where heavy traffic is
expected. The soil in the area of the pipeline is silty clay, so as long as there are no large
rocks in the trench once excavated the soil present will suffice for a base. Sand should be
used for the initial backfill to provide a backfill that will not harm the pipeline. To pack the
sand it must be saturated with water, when this is done water must also be put in the pipeline
to keep it from floating. Once sand has been packed in as the initial backfill, local soil can be
used for the remaining fill. The figure below is a cross-section of how the pipeline, trench,
and backfill should be configured.

Figure 11. Cross-section of proper backfill on pipeline.
The trench should be excavated at least six inches wider than the pipe; this will allow room
for sand to fill in around the pipe and for couplers on the pipe to fit in the trench. The
pipeline should also be installed in the morning when temperatures are cool to prevent
contraction of the pipe once it is buried. The remaining excavation drawings are located in
Appendix F.
Final Construction Drawings. AutoCAD was used to draw a map showing the entire area,
where the pipeline will go, gates and structures will be installed at. Detail drawings were
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created for each entrance and exit of the pipeline, showing where the structure is to be placed
and how it will be installed. All construction drawings are located in Appendix C.
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DISCUSSION
This project will help to increase the overall efficiency of West Stanislaus Irrigation district
by allowing spill from canals to be used instead of lost as drain water. In order to provide
reliable service in an upstream controlled canal spill is necessary, with this pipeline the canal
operator is able to take spill water used to ensure deliveries on laterals 5 and 6 North and use
that water farther downstream in 4 North.
Installing a flow meter on the pipeline was mentioned during the design; the benefit to this
would be that water flowing through the pipeline could be measured. This information may
be beneficial when applying for grants and funding for future projects. The location of where
to install the flow meter would depend on whether the district wanted to measure total water
through the pipe or just water diverted back into the canal system. In order for a flow meter
to work correctly the entire cross section of the pipe needs to be full; the flashboard feature
of the discharge structures would help to create such a situation. The operator would need to
remove the flashboards periodically to flush silt and debris out of the pipeline. Checking up
water discharging into the drain was not considered in the hydraulic calculations and would
alter the flow capacity of the pipe.
Electrical power is available at the head and tail of the pipeline which would make installing
PLC controlled gates or remote monitoring sites easier to do when the district gets its
SCADA system to a point where they would like information regarding the drain.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The design for this pipeline had the main goal of giving the district the ability to divert spill
water back into their canal system using material the district already has possession of.
Looking farther into the future it makes sense to construct a regulating reservoir in the field
adjacent to this drain or another close location. If a regulating reservoir were to be
constructed it may be beneficial for the district to have the ability to gravity flow water
through this pipeline into the reservoir and have the ability to pump water back up through
this pipeline into Laterals 5 and 6 north. This would give the regulating reservoir the ability
to service at least three laterals, with this in mind the district may want to make alterations to
the intake and discharge of the pipeline so that it can be used in future district improvement
projects.
The discharge gates for this pipeline are manually operated, depending upon resources
available and how the water levels in the canal are managed, it may be beneficial to look at
some form or automatic gate that opens to discharge water into the existing drain to ensure
the water level in the canal does not exceed the top of the canal bank.
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HOW PROJECT MEETS REQUIREMENTS FOR THE BRAE MAJOR

Major Design Experience
The BRAE senior project must incorporate a major design experience. Design is the process
of devising a system, component, or process to meet specific needs. The design process
typically includes the following fundamental elements. This project addresses these issues as
follows:
Establishment of Objectives and Criteria. The objectives of this project are to survey the
current Blewitt drain, determine flow rates a 24 inch HDPE pipeline can handle with the
present elevation changes, design pipeline intake and discharge structures, and formulate
plans with instructions for installation the district can use to install the project.
Synthesis and Analysis. The process will involve surveying, open channel and pipeline
hydraulics, concrete design, and AutoCAD drawings.
Construction, Testing, and Evaluation. The final designs will be used to install the
pipeline and construct intake and discharge structures, the installation will take place after the
report has been completed and is outside the scope of this project.
Incorporation of Applicable Engineering Standards. This project will be designed to
meet the standards set by the American National Standards Institute/Hydraulics Institute
(ANSI-HI) and the American Concrete Institute (ACI).

Capstone Design Experience
The BRAE senior project is an engineering design project based on the knowledge and skills
acquired in earlier coursework (Major, Support, and/or GE courses). This project
incorporates knowledge and skills from these key courses:
• BRAE 151
• BRAE 239
• BRAE 312
• BRAE 414
• BRAE 433
• BRAE 533

Design Parameters and Constraints
This project addresses a significant number of the categories of constraints listed below.
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Physical. There is currently a 1400 foot long open ditch where the pipeline is intended to go;
the district has a right-of-way for the drain the project must stay within. There is a field
directly north of the drain that must have access to water from the district at the head of the
current drain. The Hetch-Hetchy power lines and aqueduct border the North side of the
right-of-way and must not be disturbed.
Economic. The overall goal of the project is economic benefit to the district. The spill water
currently lost has been purchased from the Central Valley Project or has pumping cost
invested into it, being able to use this water again helps the district regain some of its
operating costs.
Environmental. A possible reduction in drain water going into the San Joaquin River may
help reduce the chance of pesticides and sediment ending up in the river.
Sustainability. Reclaiming spill water will help the district better manage a scarce resource.
Manufacturability. N/A. This project is a site-specific design.
Health and Safety. N/A.
Ethical. Social. N/A.
Political. Less drain water leaving the district.
Aesthetic. The existing drain can become a dumping grounds and collection point for trash,
plumbing this into a pipeline reduces the collection of trash and weed growth caused by the
open ditch.
Other. N/A
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APPENDIX B

DESIGN CALCULATIONS
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Table 1. HGL and EL calculations of pipeline.
Blewitt Drain HGL
Given:
Slope in pipeline
Length of pipeline to canal
Length of pipeline to drain
Submergence at inlet
Submergence at outlet
Outside Pipe diameter
Inside Pipe diameter
Pipe
area
Inlet K factor
Exit K factor
Tee K factor -straight
Tee K factor - branch flow
C factor for pipe

0.3
1600
1580
5.74
0.94
2
1.75

%
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

2.405 sqft
0.5
1
0.1
0.4
140

Find:
a. The flow rate through the pipe.
b. The HGL and Energy Line (EL) for the
system.

Solution:
Total change in
elev

4.8 ft

down

Total change in elev, ws to
ws

9.6 ft

ws to ws = Sin-Sout+Elev2-Elev1

Assume a trial flow rate and use to solve for components of friction and velocity head
Trial flow rate,
15.054 CFS
6756 GPM

Velocity
Hf rate

6.259 ft/sec
0.501 ft/100'

Velocity head
Entrance Loss
Exit
Loss

0.608 ft
0.304 ft

V=Q
/A
Hfrate=1050x(GPM/C)^1.852 )x(1/(ID^4.87))
VelHead =
V^2/64.4
Hfminor=K x V^2/64.4

0.608 ft

Hfminor=K x V^2/64.4
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Tee
Loss
Friction
Total energy
change

0.061 ft
8.019 ft
9.600 ft

Hfminor=K x V^2/64.4
Hf=Hfrate*Length
VelHead+Entrance+Total
Hf

To find the correct flow rate the total energy change must equal the total change in elevation.
Total change in elevation
9.6 ft
Total energy change
9.60 ft
15.1 CFS
Correct flow rate

Now the flow rate of the pipe discharging back into the drain ditch is calculated
Trial flow rate

15.70 CFS

Hf rate
Velocity

0.542 ft/100'
6.528 ft/sec

Velocity head
Entrance loss
Exit
Loss
Tee
Loss
Friction
Total energy
change

0.662 ft
0.331 ft

Hfrate=1050x(GPM/C)^1.852 )x(1/(ID^4.87))
V=Q/A
VelHead =
V^2/64.4
Hfminor=K x V^2/64.4

0.662 ft

Hfminor=K x V^2/64.4

0.265 ft
8.561 ft

Hfminor=K x V^2/64.4
Hf=Hfrate*Length
VelHead+Entrance+Total
Hf

10.480 ft

7047.0 GPM

Correct flow rate
15.7 CFS
of
gives a total pressure change of
10.48 ft
Total available pressure change
10.48 ft
(Height of water above the inlet + Elevation change of pipeline)
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Figure 12. HGL and EL for pipeline discharging into drain.
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Plan View

Figure 13. Plan view of headworks of new pipeline.

Figure 14. Plan view of tail of pipeline installation.
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Figure 15. Plan view of entire length of pipe.
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Table 2. Data from first survey of Blewitt drain.
22-Jul10

Blewitt Drain Survey
Rod:
Instrument:

Willie Boschi
Daniel Bays

B.S., Ft.

H.I.,
Ft.

2.79

102.79

3.25

3.48

5.56

Flow Rate:

S.S.,
Ft.

Elev.,
Ft.
100

7.87
13.23
7.05
4.26
8.96
10.73
12.02
12.43

94.92
89.56
95.74
98.53
93.83
92.06
90.77
90.36

Dist.,
Ft
zoom
44
300
300
46
44
41
30
33
33

4.52
6.01

98.27
96.78

76
100

10.66
4.69

92.13
98.1

5.64
10.02
6.66
11.14

92.53
88.15
91.51
87.03

5.42
8.86
6.1
9.48

89.57
86.13
88.89
85.51

9.3
4.6
6.36
9.57
6.18

85.15
89.85
88.09
84.88
88.27

111
117
300
43
43
300
300
300
31
31
300
300
68
20
20
20
15
300

98.17

94.99

94.45

Description
Painted X on Duvall Turnout Box
North Bank elevation 1
Ditch bottom 1
6N culvert pipe in turnout box
Spill into spill box
Steel pipe in spill box
Steel pipe in Drain ditch
PVC pipe in Drain ditch
Bottom of Blewitt Drain at head
County marker 7616, southernmost, in
Welty road (orange circle around)
6N culvert pipe intake
Intake pipe from 5N drain box on Lopes
Field
Top of southwest corner of 5N drain box
North Bank elevation 2 (Deldon Weir)
Ditch bottom 2
North Bank elevation 3
Ditch bottom 3
North Bank elevation 4
Ditch bottom 4
North bank elevation 5
Ditch bottom 5
End of Ditch
4N ditch bank
4N water surface
Concrete pipe culvert on Duvall field
South bank 1

30
4.38

6.82

7.95

92.65
4.67
0.78

87.98
91.87

5.2
3.61

93.49
95.08

6.89
2.68

96.14
100.35

300
46
300

South bank 2
South bank 3

98.69

103.03

38
300
122
25
20

South bank 4
South bank 5
South bank 6
Painted X on Duvall Turnout Box

Figure 16. Sketch of surveyed area with major components.
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Table 3. Data from second survey of drain area.
26-Jul10

Blewitt Drain Survey
Rod:
Harley Parson
Instrument: Daniel Bays

B.S., Ft.

H.I.,
Ft.

S.S.,
Ft.

Flow Rate:

Elev.,
Ft.
100

2.13 102.13

3.33

3.55

5.42

6.69

6.78

8.14

7.74
9.98
11.52
11.49
7.2
12.7

94.39
92.15
90.61
90.64
94.93
89.43

6.22
10.75

92.04
87.51

6.49
9.25

89.1
86.34

9.27
4.95
6.4
6.12
7.45

85.25
89.57
88.12
88.4
87.07

4.28
7.27

90.81
87.82

3.53
7.22

94.06
90.37

2.02

100.18

98.26

95.59

94.52

95.09

97.59

102.2

Dist.,
Ft
74
50
50
50
50
265
265
266
266
266
266
266
266
266

Description
Painted X on Duvall Box
Top of Steel Discharge Pipe
Bottom of Steel Discharge pipe
Ditch Bottom
PVC pipe bottom
N. Bank 1
N. Ditch 1
N. Bank 2
N. Ditch 2

N. Bank 3
N. Ditch 3
middle of 4N road
End of Ditch
4N roadway/bank at D&D gate
4N Water surface
265 S. Bank 1
265 S. Ditch1
265
266 S. Bank 2
266 S. Ditch 2
266 D&D weir
266 S. Bank 3
266 S. Ditch 3
directly south of Duvall turnout
266 box
25
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APPENDIX F
EXCAVATION DRAWINGS
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Figure 17. Profile of required excavation and backfill.
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J.M. EAGLE PIPELINE SPEC SHEET
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